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CHAPI'ER I
INTRODUCTION
While Organizing My Ignorance
For me writing a project is somewhat like sitting on a gigantic
balloon of information in an attempt to perforate and- explore the insides.

To break I sit and squash as the balloon looms up in the rear.

I design methods of sitting on the entire surface without the rear protrusions, but none the less the encouragable mass escapes.
jumping to exp].od.e this rubbery inflated mass.

I imagine

Alas, the energy is

spent in the jumping and sitting; and still this balloon is not willing
to burst open.

I ponder • • • AHA!

Then I see that peering in at this

stage--the beginning stage in a life pursuit of definition, direction,
and philosophy--is all I can do.

The balloon variegated with color,

nearly opaque, does not allow good interior viewing.

Nose pressed for-

ward denting the mass, I dream my perceptions of viewing to be "tackfully"

clear.

An effort is made here to describe the enormity of frustration in
defining a "new" idea, an idea new to the writer, an ENTIRE IDEA.
ism of thought and communication of this in words is not simple.
balloons will not be popped • • •
Thus, I seek some inner viewings. • • •

WholSome
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Description of Thesis-Project
This paper is a product in process.

I intended it to be an over-

view of a newly forming idea--aespiriticism.

upon nor a culmination of a concept.

It is not a convergence

This paper is a beginning in my

search for meaning in the educational process.
This paper will be accompanied by a series of files that '.·: ill
assist me in implementing Aespiritic Education.

The paper and files are

the result of an eight year serendipitous venture into the nature of
creativity and creative expression.

r1y original awareness of needs in

my teaching corrununity for more persons to define themselves as creators

led me in pursuit of definitions of creativity, of art, of the artist.
Along the way lovely unexpecteds occurred--birth of two children, death
of a brother, and discovery of a new art form I could enjoy.
process of transformation,

I began a

!1y old awarenesses shed, new awarenesses

gained, I stumbled upon a label (my own) aespiriticism.

For a while I

thought everyone.shquld experience aespiree', a proce~s of continual
transformation.

Now, without need to proselytize, I wish to celebrate

life as often as possible in aespiree'.

cally as much as possible.

I do wish to teach aespiriti-

I will need reminders of what teaching

aespiritically means.
Thus, this paper and set of files serve as a reminder-construct
for myself.

Of course, I would delight in the possibility it might be

of use to others.

It is my fantasy I pursue in reality that aespiree'

\

is desired in human growth and development.
Therefore, I put forth for those compelled by committee obligation or those interest~ in my "viewings":
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1)

what I imagine Aespiritic Education to be;

2)

what, why, and how Everett (my community) can benefit from

my imaginings;

3)

my proselytization (oopst

I said I didn't need that) or In-

service for Aespiritic Education; and
4)

my formal educational design for Aespiritic Education,

I

will include Emily's delightful pictures, a list of definitions, some
diagrams, and various devices (particularly in my file) to help clarify
my verbage.
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DE F I NI T I O N S
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CHAPI'ER II
DEFINITIONS
For the purpose of this paper I have chosen to define the following:
Aespire

Becoming your "art form"; in creative process generating and regenerating; participation in evoking the new.

Aespiree•

The state of being aespiritic.

Aespiri ticism

The synthesis of the potentials (6) of the human being
to actualize the aesthetic and spiritual self such that
the person is in process of becoming her quintessent

"art form" and is capable of "fully functioning" (Maslow)
as a member of the universe.
Aespiritic (adj.)
Aesthetic

That which causes the human to respond to form, technique,
creation, as a sentient being (the sum of felt responses)
in such a way they gain awareness and appreciation for
the form, technique or creation (see Chapter III for
greater explanation).

Artist

A person continually involved with the arts process (see
definition); a person capable of confronting and actualizing fantasies.

Arts Process

The process where one is perceiving, responding, understanding, developing skills, creating, and evaluating
an art form. "*'!'he Arts Process provides a blend of experiences that form a structure for learing in the arts.
These experiences are:
\Interdependent - one cannot function without the
other,
Interrelated - each provides experience that nurtures the others.
Nonsequential - one does not necessarily precede
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another.
Intertwined - but each requires deliberate attention.

Perceiving - Students are exposed to authentic and personal art works.

Trips to the opera, symphony, and

theatres, and listening to poets and soloists are part
of this component.

Students also need to observe the

professional artist teaching, rehearsing, and performing within the school environment.

In this way, they

begin to see the art form as an integral part of life;
they begin to sense the importance of personal commit-

ment to a task and the significance of artistic achievemen~ ·
Responding - Students respond to their own work and that
of professionals.

Their response may be as simple as an

intern~lized feeling of pleasure or displeasure, or as
complex as seeking additional information, striving to
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solve a problem, or looking for a way to express feelings and reactions.

Divergence of response is an

accepted and valued characteristic of the total Arts
Process.

With continued. exposure, the student makes

choices and judgments, forms preferences, and begins
to express a new eagerness to participate in arts
activities.
Understanding - Students recognize the concepts and
elements of an art form.

They form generalizations

from the learnings they acquire.

They see that the

elements of each art discipline can be combined in a
variety of ways to form a unique creative expression.
Developine Skills - Students learn specific techniques
as they manipulate the elements of an a rt form and combine and apply them in new ways.

They refine their

abilities to use the techniques, elements a..~d tools
of the arts.
Creating - Students use their understanding, experiences,
skills, and imagination to develop unique personal
statements .

Creating involves such intellectual f unc-

.tions as goal-making and revising, s~lecting, planni~g,
experimenting, ordering, and evaluating.
Evaluating - Active evaluation attends every step in
the Arts Process.

Students evaluate their own work

as

they edit in and edit out until there is a feeling of
rightness or completion,

They evaluate the work of

others and make choices and judgments based on pers onal
criteria.

The criteria are continually evolving through

experience and leari ng,
'*Taken from

The Arts Too Are Basic, a Seattle Public

Sch69ls project funded by Title IV-C through the Office
of Wa~hlngton State Superlntendent · of Public Instruct ion.
The Arts

Refers to the art f orms of visual arts, dance, media,
music, literature, and drama.
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Awareness

The degree to which an individual is able to define any
given thing, idea, place, or person. and incorporate its
meaning into their learning construct.

Conflueuce

Flowing or blending together into one.

Creativity

Becoming which is an advance to novelty; participating
in evoking the new.

Example:

The artist is creative

or has creativity when she goes beyond the development
of technique and begins becoming self expressed as an
art form.
Curriculum

Interface between the person and his potentials • • •
a catalyst for creativity and aespiree'.

Curricular topic 3road based topics that overarch individual topics introduced the classroom or similar educational environ ment.
Device

Instructional aids that increase the effec~iveness of
techniques, but do not teach by themselves .

Heuristic

Inviting someone to learn; stimulating and releasing
someone to discover, research.

Holism (wholism) Including all of the parts; the human being considered
as the synthesis.of all her six potentials is a wholis tic conceptualization.
Holographormation A three-dimensional viewing (see footnote 7, Chapter III).
Humanism

The quality of being close to human needs, feelings at
any moment.

Imaginationale

Use of the imagination a.~d intuition to come up with
validations for an idea • • • as opposed to the use of
reason or left brain excercising to come up with rationale.
\

Instruction

\

The segment of education carried out by staffs use of
method, techniques, and devices.

Knowledge

Information available for discovery and/or redefinition.
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Method

The ways in which an unknown and undefined body of potential participants may be organized for purposes of
directed learning.

Paradigm

A framework for thought (from the Greek word paradigrna
or pattern); a scheme for understanding and explaining
certain aspects of reality.

Serendipity

A type of transformation of paradigm.shift; the experience of moving along one learning process and by accident having the process redirected, the result being
exciting new areas opened up and old theories completely
disputed or redirected.

The effect is aespiree'; a

feeling for the sensual qualities of what is learned;
a "love" fo! the beauty in study and learning.
Serendipitous:
Spiritual

Having the quality of serendipity.

The experience of relating to the universe and its
awesomeness (See Chapter III for further definition).

Technique

The ways in which an instructor establishes a relationship between herself and the learner and the material
to be lea.med once the method is determined.
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CHAPTER III
IMAGINATIONALE
"Imagination is more important
than knowledge.

For knowledge

is limited, whereas imagination
embraces the entire world,
stimulating progress, giving
birth to evolution ••

II

Einstein
It would be inappropriate to say that this chapter attempts a
"rationale" for Aespiritic Education.

Rationale implies reason.

While

I have reason for defining Aespiritic Edu9ation which I will outline for
you, I have more imagining about the process of aespiree' or Aespiritic
F.ducation.

This paper is an imagining, a beginning of an evolution of

an idea.
First, I will explain the reasons I chose to define aespiriticism,
This entails a d~scription of the learner I am, my artist self, and my
educational concern as a teacher.
aespiriticism.

Second, I will define aespiritic or

Third, I will give an "imaginationale" for Aespiritic

F.ducation, a new educational paradigm that will assist in personal transformation.

Why?
Emersion emer~nce, my learning style, is probably the singular
\

reason I began to pursue what I now label Aespiritic Education.
person involved in divergent learning pursuit.

I am a

I have considered myself

in process of learning when I emerse myself in readings, life experiences,
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the arts, interactions with people, and splashing about in divergent
directions until I emerge a changed person.

I call it DIVE (Developing

Intelligence with Value and Emotion),
"Aesthetic (Aespiritic) Education should be the
strongest countervailing force against the superficiality of so much of people's experience,

The

joy of aesthetic sharing comes from being grasped,

seized, captured, and shaken by the vividness of
experience," 1
I have to feel what I learn , , , taste, smell, hear, and see the undefined until it is part of me.

I am not content to sit by and observe.

I question exhaustively when I have curio~ity until I am momentarily
content to say "yes that is so, or that is not!"

My learning is pro-

cess with out my needing to kn ow where it may "end."
no end,

In fact I desire

Learning is lifelong for me,
Having defined myself as a lifelong learner with an emersion

emergent style, ~t follows that I want formal schooling to accommodate
myself and those like me,

This means formal schooling would enhance my

desire to continually value learning.

How does school do this?

those like me it does so by trusting my learning style,
then does the emersion emergent learner need?

For

What curriculum

It is my experience that

a curriculum involving a comprehensive study of the arts would best
accommodate this style,
"Another conclusion I seem to be impelled toward, even
though I~~ not quite sure of my facts, is that creative art edtication, or better said, Education-ThroughArt, may be especially important not so much for turning out artists or art products, as for turning out
better people,

If we have clearly in mind the
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educational goals for human beings that I will be
hinting at, if we hope for our children that they
will become full human beings, and that they will
move toward actualizing the potentialities that
they have, then as nearly as I can make out, the
only education in existence today tha't has any faint
inkling of such goals is art education.

So I am

thinking of education through art not because it
turns out pictures but because I think it may be
possible that, clearly understood, it may become
the paradigm for all other education.

That is, in-

stead of being regarded as a frill, the expendable
kind of thing which it now is, if we take it seriously enough and work at it hard enough and if it
turns out to be somewhat what some of us suspect
it can be then we may teach arithmetic and reading
and writing on this paradigm.

So far as I am con-

cerned I am talking about all education.

That is

why I am interested in education through art~-sirnply

because it seems to be good education in potential • • • " 2
Why?

I will answer that throughout my paper, but first I will look again

at myself, the learner artist.
When I spin, design, dance, sing, or do a combination of all of
these, I am in touch with myself as a whole organism.
graphormatically.

I see life holo-

I feel creative, and in this sense creative means

being in the act of "becoming which is advance to novelty."J
cipating in the evoking of the new in myself in my art.
with the universe.

I am confluent

~l of the parts of me, my potentials, are unified.

"When I'm really working well, it's like nothing
else I've ever experienced.

the work:

I am parti-

I feel at one with

the painter, the painting, it's ·all one.

I feel excited but calm, exhilarated but in full
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control.
bliss.

It's not exactly happiness; it's more like
I think it's what keeps me coming back • • ...4

The process or quality of wholeness felt through the art act is brought
about in me when I look inward and create an outward self that relates
to my core.
"I am the eye that hears and the ear that sees, that
what is outside happens in me, that outside and inside are unseparated."5
My expressed core I see mirrored in all the patterns of the universe • • •

a honeycomb, the birth of a child, a sea shell, or any other spiral suggestion.

I feel like a worthwhile contributor of the universe.

Now I

know I have all these feelings for a variety of reasons, only one of

which interests me in this paper, the appreciation of the Arts Process.
I was taught to SEE.
As products of tecb~~ological society, we have designed schools
that teach children how to look instead of see.
"We do a lot of looking:

we look through lenses,

telescopes, television tubes • • • our looking is
perfected every cay--but we see less and less.
Never has it been more urgent to speak of seeing.
Ever more gad.gets, from cameras to computers,
from art books to videotapes, conspire to take over
our seeing • • •
When man no longer experi<>nces, the organs of his
inner life wither away." 6
Looking begats expir~tion.

\

Seeing ignites aespiration or aespiriticism.

I am interested in creating formal learning environments that teach persons to see such that they might emerse themselves in learning and emerge
transformed as worthy contributors to the universe,

I am interested in
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teaching for aespiriticism.

What, Then, is Aespiriticism?
The base word of aespiriticism is aespiritic.

Aespiritic is a

derivitive of the two potentialities of humans, the aesthetic and the
spiritual.? There are six potentialities of the human described in
Virginia Macagnoni's article, "Coming to Terms with Curriculum as a
Human Agenda" (see footnotes).

They are the physical, emotional, social,

intellectual, aesthetic, and spiritual.

These potentials are aspects of

the fully functioning learner that need to be addressed. when developing
curriculum and instruction.
In order that the learner come to realize her aesthetic and
spiritual potentials, she must have knowledge of her physical, social,
emotional, and intellectual being.

The learner must experience her

aesthetic self in order to understand her spiritual potential.

Spiritual

here is not limited ·to the traditional religious connotations but rather
is defined as seeing oneself in relation to the universe.

The process

of aespiration for the learner is to realize her aesthetic potential
with knowledge of her other potentials and merge with her spiritual potential in celebrating the human condition.

The process would be the

creation of a personal holographorrnation 8 that through life would become
more clearly focused.
If the learneA is taught to see (in the sense that Franck explains)
\

and ignites her aespirftic journey then she would be aespiring.

To

aespire is best defined in terms of its opposites expire and aspire.
aspire is to desire something of high value.

In this case the desire

To
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would be to become a holographormation.
of this value.

To expire would be the demise

Conventional schoolings have been ac9used of helping the

leanier to expire.

Franck suggests technologies of this day cause the

developing person to expire.

To aspire sounds lofty except it creates a

desire for, rather than a knowing within.
thing extrinsic creates the value.

Desire seems to imply some-

To aespire is to understand self so

well one becomes part of the process of creating the high value or personal and eventually societal holographorrnation.
It is my observation within the schools where I have worked that
great attention has been paid to the development of the intellectual potential of the individual and very little attention paid to the five
other -potentials.

This has helped create a society of -lookers, keen

watchers, without the ability to SEE.

Seeing requires that all the six

potentials of the leanier be fully functioning (to use Naslow's term).
If the educational setting is to create an environment that encourages
the aespired leanier then it must develop all six potentials such that
the aesthetic and spiritual potentials can fuse and orbit the leanier
into aespiree' or the process of aespiriticism.
I will continue to explain.
six potentials of the human being?

What, then, are the aspects of these
What should curriculum be sensitive

to in setting the environment for these six potentials?
The Physi cal:

This can be explained in five parts.

Curriculum

should be sensitive to:
--the pers?n as a body (not just a mind).
--what constitutes the body • • • its systems, functions, and
interconnections (this could mean not only an academic study of these
parts but a yoga exercise program, a well-body awareness for holistic
medicine, etc.).
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--the possibility for optimal health (good nutrition program
in operation • • • snacks provided, particular lunches encouraged).

--the possibility for optimal physiological efficiency.
--the possibility for optimal movement.
addresses all five aspects of the body and more.

(The study of dance
In dance one.develops

physically to transcend their limitations and discover the totality of
physical well being.

One becomes a whole physical self.)

The Emotional:
tions.

To be human is to experience all the range of emo-

Curriculum concerned with emotional potential sees a person as:
--a sentient being, a sum of felt responses of our organs to

the environment, of our propioceptive mechanisms to internal changes and
of the organism as a whole.
--an emoting being expressing what is internalized.
--having a repretoire of emotions--love-hate, hope-fear, joygrief, proximity distance continiums.
--having special awareness of playfulness as humor, manifest
joy, and spontaniety.

--having special awareness of her reality orientation, that is
her contextual relation to the environment.
--having value orientation, that is, her behavior relates to
beliefs and feelings.
The Social:
being.

Social potential is awareness of one's self as social

A school with social curriculum can provide a caring community

where a person can become aware of his or her (helping develop the "essence"
of life):
--gregariousness as a basic inclination to be with others.
--empathy as capacity for participating in another's feelings.
--altruism as capacity for uncalculated consideration of the
needs of others.

--collabo'i'.'tion as capacity for willing cooperation within a
group.

\ _
--personal heritage as access of cultural evolution.
The Intellectual:

awareness of her own mind.

The intellectual potential is the person's
The awareness that the mind makes the six
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potentials integrate,

A school's curriculum for the awareness of the in-

tellectual potential would develop the person's:
--sensors (eyes, ears, thermoceptors, propriocepters) which
report the effects of the environment,
--information as symbolic representation of events,
--memory as a storage process determined by the nature of
events.
--logic as an internal consistency check,
--imagination as a process of self-generating events independent of sensors.
--effectors of body (muscle, bone connective tissue) generation
of events,
--will as determination by choice of imagination and effector
generation of consistent and complete subsets of events.
--connectors as propagating information between the sensors,
memory, imagination, logic, and will,
The Aesthetic:

T·he aesthetic quality of the human condition in-

volves four responses,

A school would provide the environment for the

person to:
--respond to form as recognition of the purely formal qualities (or properties) of the aesthetic object,

This object has proper-

ties recognizable to the extent that the object can be classified aniITate

or tnanimate, • , hence a person, tree, animal, rock, film, dance,
political conflict, poem,
combinations of above.

It could be classified product or process or

(Keen awareness of arts necessary),

--respond to the technical, that is the what and how of a
task, prcxluct, or process.

--respond sensually--with senses notice color, texture, pattezn, line, form space, movement,

Here the person literally takes in

the aesthetic form,

She develops images in her mind,

ness of arts).

\
\

--exp:rcf'!ses a summary of the above three.

(Also keen awareThis would be

interpreting, evaluating, and incorporating the form in her own experience.

2J
If one were to become aware of the totality of the aesthetic, one could
see herself as an aesthetic ,form.

She would be the complex interrela-

tionship of potentials and experience to become someone.

The whole per-

son would have control of the artist in relation to her potentials.
would create the aesthetic self.

She

Of this potential I will speak more as

it relates to Aespiritic Education.
The Spiritual:

This potential is the awareness of self as a

whole as one relates to the universe.

A person aware of this potential

would see the interconnectedness of all that is in the process of becoming, nature, and human nature and one's responsibility therein.

A school' s

curriculum involving the growth of spiritual would help a person become
aware of:
--the incomprehensible as ultimate question of life, birth,
and death.
--organism or unity as the coming together of separat es to
form a complete e~tity, the person seeing the self in its continuous
connections or nexus.
--individuation as the uniqueness of person's process of becoming.

Each person has a special quality which is needed in communit y,
--cosmogenisis as the person's becoming in relation to becom-

ing of the universe,. Realization of potentials as unique person capable
of higher level moral judgments may be essential to the continuous becoming of the universe.
--creativity a s becoming which is advance to novelty.
participation in evoking the new,
sal in prototypic development,

It i s

Creativity is the universal of univer-

(Arts a great facilitator for this pro-

cess).

--reverance for life as the honoring of all that is in the
state of becoming.
--celebration as the honoring of life as exalted expression

'
characterized by physical,
emotional, social, intellectual, and aesthetic
unity.

Cel ebrati on cannot be forced and is most often prec eeded by

aesthetic experi enc e .

Heightened awareness becomes available to persons

experiencing celebration in conununity with others.
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--forgiveness as realization of humans strife toward perfection. 9
The later two potentials then are the genesis of the word
aespiritic

. . . the

aesthetic and spiritual self in.development.

I

chose the later two potentials because they must be confluent with the
first four in order to be part of a person's awareness.

When a person

is in "aespiree'" she is in the life celebrative state that comes with
the awareness of self as an aesthetic entity relating to the universe.

An example of this state of being is the painter I previously quoted who
conunented on his feeling of oneness with th8 whole.

A dancer in per-

formance will speak of the mind and soul unity, the aespiritic experience of perfection in ~ovement such that the six potentials of the person synthesize.

This, perhaps, is the experience persons in past have

referred to as Zen, or "religious" experience, or a natural high.

I do

not use these expressio~s of the experience because I am concerned in
· this paper with the artis·t 's experience.

All, however, may be expressions

of the same.

Imaginationale for Aespiritic Education
A new paradigm education for the aespiritic experiencing individual is most urgently ~eed.ed not only for those with learning styles
similar to mine but for those who will be needing to use all their creative efforts available to solve the problems of the future.

We are subtly

\

\.

involved. with a paradigm shift unlike ever before.
''We are at the very exciting moment in history, perhaps a 'turning point,'" said Ilya Prigogine who won
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the

1977 Nobel Prize for a theory that describes

transformations, ·"not only in physical sciences
but also in society the role of stress and perturbations can thrust us into a new higher order. 1110
The aespiritic individual is the person well "put together" who understands and creates the "higher order."
puts it "the aquarian conspirators."

They are as t iarilyn Ferguson
1

An acquarian conspirator is a

person in process of transformation of such a degree that what they become is entirely unlike the person they have been.
personal paradigm stift of a catapulting nature.

They experience a
A paradigm is a frame-

work of thought (from the Greek word paradigma or pattern).

A paradigm

is a scheme for understanding and explaining certain aspects of reality.
A paradigm shift is distinctly a new way of thinking about old problems. 11
Groups involved in paradigm shifts are becoming aware of the disintegrating of traditional institutions.

Paradigm shift was a term

coined by Thomas Kuhn, a scientific historian and philosopher in his
book, Structure of Scientific Revolutions.

He explains the process of

taking views accepted for a long time and then suddenly a new perspective
emerges.

Persons in aespiree' are not afraid of this process.

They are

capable of seeing themselves as a part of a universal process that allows
for revolutionary change.

They are capable of readily accepting the

shifts because they are involved often with their imaginings.

As Einstein

said, "• •• imagination embraces the entire world, stimulating progress,
giving birth to evol~ion."

Paradigm shifts are like a jerk in the

evolutionary ride we a±-e presently taking.
To explain further, here is a diagram of what Marilyn Ferguson
sees is presently the educational paradigm shift.
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ASSUMPI'IONS OF THE NEW
PARADIGM OF LEARNING

ASSUMPI'IONS OF THE OLD
PARADIGM OF EDUCATION

Emphasis on content, acquiring a body

Emphasis on learning how to learn,

of "right" information, once and for

how to ask good questions, pay

all.

attention to the right . things, be
open to ·and evaluate new concepts,
have access to information.

;,rhat

is now "known!' may change.

Impor-

tance of context.
Learning as a product, a destination.

Learning as a process, a journey,

Hierarchical and authoritarian

Egalitarian.

structure.

permitted.

Rewa:rtls conformity, dis-

Candor and dissent
Students and t eachers

see each other as people , not

courages dissent.

roles.

Encourages autonomy.

Relatively rigid structure, pre-

Relatively flexible structure,

scribed curriculum.

Belief that there are many ways
to teach a given s ubject,

Lockstep progress, emphasis on the

Flexibility and integration of

"appropriate" ages for certain

age groupings.

activities, age segregation.

Com-

Individual not

automatically limited to certain

partmentalized.

subject matter by age.

Priority on performance.

Priority on self-image as t he
generator of performance.

Emphasis on external world.

Inner

Inner experience seen as context

experience often considered inappro-

for learning.

Use of imagery,

priate in school setting.

storytelling, dream journals,
"centering" exercises, and exploration of feelings encouraged,

Guessing and diverge~t thinking
discouraged.

\

Guessing and divergent thinking
encouraged as part of the creative
process.

Emphasis on analytical, linear,

Strives for whole-brain education
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Augments left-brain rationality

left-brain thinking.

with holistic, nonlinear, and
intuitive strategies.

Conflu-

ence and fusion of the two processes emphasized.
Labeling (remedial, gifted, mini-

Labeling used only in minor pre-

mally brain dysfunctional, etc.)

scriptive role and not as fixed

contributes to self-fulfilling pro-

evaluation that dogs the indivi-

phecy.

dual's educational career,

Concern with norms.

Conceni with the individual's
performance in terms of potential.
Interest in testing outer limits,
transcending perceived limitations.

Primary reliance on theoretical,

Theoretical and abstract knowledge

abstract "book knowledge."

heavily complemented by experiment
and experience, both in and out of
classroom.

Field trips, appren-

ticeships, demonstrations, visiting experts •
Classrooms desigrted -for efficiency,

Conceni for the environment of

convenience.

learning:

lighting, colors, air,

physical ~omfort, needs for privacy and interaction, quiet and

exuberant activities.
Bureaucratically determined, resist-

Encourages community input, even

ant to community input.

community control.

Education seen as a social necessity

Education seen as lifelong process,

for a certain period of time, to in-

one only tangentially related to

culcate minimum skills and train for

schools.

\

a specific role.

\

Increasing reliance on technology

Appropriate technology, human re-

(audiovisual equipment, computers,

lationships between teachers and
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tapes, texts), dehumanization.

learners of primary importance.

Teacher imparts knowledge; one-way

Teacher is learner, too, learn. 12
ing from students.

street.

This shift is not unlike the shift that occurred when the earth was discovered. to be round or when Einstein's theory of relativity formed the
new paradigm over Newton's physics.
New paradigms are nearly always received with coolness, even mockery ar.d hostility.

Persons will sit around the overturned table and con-

tinue their tea party in spite of the new awarenesses if they have not
been s~hooled to trust the unusual.

Discoverers of new paradig~s most

frequently use the aesthetically developed intuitive side of self to make
new discoveries.

Until just recently where we now are coming out with

right brain research (the left brain approach to allowing the right brain
to live), we did not value intuition*.

Our "scientific" need for RATim:AIE

instead of DIAGINATIONALE or INTUITIONALE has not allowed. us to make
paradigm shifts.

Instead we have made slow paradigm evolutions.

:1arilyn Ferguson suggests that in our new paradigm shifts we are
more aware of the dynamics of revolution.
of change."

Spontaniety not rationality is taking the place of the pro-

cesses of change the past elicited.
questioning.

We are living in "the char,ge

We are involved in a new process of

Instead of asking, for instance, what more do we need to

solve the problem of costs of schooling, we are asking what is the nature

of education?

Or instead of asking what are the costs of hospitalization,

we are asking "what i~ the nature of wellness"?
*Intuition is a sensitivity for somethi~g, an aesthetic awareness in that
the senses are trusted to depict an idea. The arts traditionally have
heavily used intuition as a ::od.is Operendi. Learning to trust intuition
is a very valuable part of Aespiritic Education and, consequently, the use
of arts, the necessary tool for the development of this .t rust.

JO
The paradigm of the aquarian conspiracy (those aespired individuals)
sees huma.~kind embedded in nature.
in decentralized society.
inner and outer. ,.lJ

It promotes the autonomous individual

"It sees us as stewards of all our resources,

It says we are not victims, not pawns, not limited

by conditions or conditioning.

"Heirs to evolutionary riches, we are

capable of imagination, invention, and experiences we have only glimpsed."
Never before have we had such an opportune time to teach the skills of
creativity, to advance in the full development of the right side of the
brain? such that we will see the coming together of the irrational and
rational, the Yin and the Yang, the analytic and the holistic, the
directed and the free.
"Brains are to undergo quite a lateral accel-erated
transformation.
tive connections.

In process one discovers imaginaThese shifts are experienced as

awakening, liberating, unifying, transforming.
This is not conversion, nor Christianity revived
but personal tra.11sformation.
process.

This is a l~fe-long

This is not to be confused with the in-

doctrination of fad gurus, religious cults, dope.
This is personal.

A form within process histori-

cally respected by :tfative Americans in the Tulalip
(and perhaps) ~fation.

Their tradition has it that,

when a person is to become an adult member of the
tribe, they go through a complicated sequence of
events to emerge transformed.

The outward ex-

pression of their transformation is in their performance~ their unique dance and song.
formance cal'\. be like no other." l.5

This per-

Underlying the new paradigm is the assumption that the human being
is neither good nor bad but open to continuous transformation and transcendence.

"It has only to discover itself.

The new perspectives respect

1/_J.

J1
the ecology of eve:rythingz

birth, death, learning, health, family, work,

science, spirituality*, the arts*, the community, relationships, politics.1116

Finding the new paradigm is finding the hidden picture in our

personal life and collective life.
Much like the dance experience I explained before as the aespiritic experience, the person who is able to find the hidden picture would
be involved in a paradigm shift.

This best happens when the deep inner

self shifts as often happens in periods of grave illness, disciplined
contemplation* (a prerequisite for life-long learning), wilderness treks*,
peak emotions (as state often described by artists in performance)*,
creative effort* (particularly appreciated as a necessary part of the
arts process), spiritual exercises (activities that would be nexus for
Aespiritic Education), controlled breathing techniques for inhibiting
thought*, psychedelics, movement (thus dance)*, isolation*, music*,
hypnosis, meditation*, and the wake of intense struggle* (writing a
Masters Thesis Project). 17 The experiences marked with an asterisk(*)
above would be ones included in a curriculum for Aespiritic Education.
The aespired learner would be experiencing the addition of sonar, radar,
and powerful lenses to the mind.
To be involved with the aespiritic ed·ucational process and, consequently, the transformative process is not comfortable.

As the new

York columnist, Russell Balse, says, "The truth is I don't feel good most
of the time and don't want to.
else should want to. ,._\S

Moreover, I do not comprehend why anyone

Once our jouniey has begun in aespiree', there

\

is nothing to dissuade.

"This is an engagement with life itself, a

, second chance at meaning ... i 9

The revolution of paradigm shifting began

J2
as all things do with mercenaries and thrill seekers.

The sixties were

victim of this, and the seventies began to smoothe it out.

Now, with

the eighties, we will design imaginationales for the new educational
paradigms.

Therein lies my reason for defining and designing a new

educational paradigm, Aespiritic Education, the paradigm for the creator
person in search of aespiree'.
1'w'ehner, Walter,

Music 2.ducation Journal, September, 1972.

~\!aslow, A.H., The Farther Reaches of Human Nature , p. 56.
JJ,acagnoni, Virginia, "Coming to Terms with Curriculum as a Human
Agenda", p. 146, ASCD. Yearbook, 1979.
42<l.wards, Betty, Drawi~P, on the Right Side of the Brain, p. 57,
.5p,ranck, Frederick, The Zen of Seeing, p. 115.

6Ibid • , pp. J , 4 •.
7Macagnoni, .2£• cit., pp. 141-152.
8

Pearce, J. C • , :-iagical Child, pp. 6, 7.
"Brain researchers are now beginning to consider the
brain as a form of hologram. A hologram is a kind of
photography that contains the entire photograph within
any piece or part of trie whole." If broken into four
parts, you have four complete pictures, but in each
piece the picture is less focused. Use of one side of
the brain causes the picture to become blurry. The
fusion of both sides gives clarity, "At birth, the
brain, as a hologram fragment, must have exposure to
and interact with the earth hologram to achieve clarity,
to bring the brain's picture in focus, so to speak. Confine the newly born brain and prevent interaction with
the earth and no clarification can take place." The
individual or learner is expired.
An aespiritic environment encourages the synthesis of
the potentials of the person and, consequently, the
synth~:~s of the brain hologram. I say the person is
allowed to live holographormatically. Using the arts
as a teaching tool in the aespiritic environment allows
the "interaction with the earth" the child needs to grow
holographormatically, Early childhood. specialists have
\

JJ
assumed this "truth., in their respect for ":play" as the
child's best learning tool. Art could be defined as
formalized play.
9Macagnoni, 2.£• cit., p. 146. (These descriptions of the six
:potentials are partially quoted, partially paraphrased).
1°Ferguson, Marilyn, The Aguarian Cons:eiraci, P• 2.5.
11 Ibid., p. 26.
12Ibid., pp. 289-291.
iJibid., p. 29.
14Ibid., p. 29.
1.5:rbid., p. .31.
16rbid., p. 29.
l7lbid., p. .31.
18rbid., p.

.34.

i9Ibid., p.

.34.
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